Anion templated crystal engineering of halogen bonding tripodal tris(halopyridinium) compounds†
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In this work four new tripodal tris(halopyridinium) receptors containing potentially halogen bonding groups were prepared. The ability of the receptors to bind anions in competitive CD$_3$CN/d$_6$-DMSO was studied using $^1$H NMR titration experiments, which revealed that the receptors bind chloride anions more strongly than more basic acetate or other halide ions. The solid state self-assembly of the tripodal receptors with halide anions was investigated by X-ray crystallography. The nature of the structures was dependent on the choice of halide anion, as well as the crystallisation solvent. Halogen bond lengths as short as 80% of the sum of the van der Waals radii were observed, which is shorter than any halogen bonds involving halopyridinium receptors in the Cambridge Structural Database.

Introduction

In the last decade or so, there has been substantial development in the field of halogen bonding. Halogen bonds have received considerable attention in the fields of crystal engineering and also in solution phase supramolecular chemistry.¹⁻⁵ Notably, halogen bond donor groups have been used to prepare strong and selective anion receptors that function in highly competitive media,⁶ including pure water.⁷⁻⁹ As well as their use in anion recognition, halogen bond donors¹⁰ have been used in anion binding catalysis¹¹⁻¹³ and to template the self-assembly of a range of supramolecular architectures, including helices/helicates,¹⁴⁻¹⁷ interlocked molecules,¹⁸⁻²¹ and frameworks.²²,²³

As well as these architectures, several halogen bonded capsules have been reported. In 2012, Aakeröy reported a capsule assembled by four I⋯N halogen bonds between fluoroiodobenzene and pyridine groups.²⁴ The groups of Diederich and Rissanen have reported capsules based on resorcinarene cavitands assembled using halogen bonds. Typically these have used pyridine as the Lewis base, and either iodoalkynes or the iodonium cation as the Lewis acids,²⁵⁻²⁹ although Rissanen has reported an unusual example of an ammonium bearing resorcinarene which is assembled through R-NH$_3^+$⋯Cl$^-$⋯I$_2$⋯Cl$^-$⋯H$_3$N–R interactions.³⁰

Recently, Amendola, Mella and Metrangolo reported the tripodal tris(iodopyridinium) compounds 1$^{3+}$ and 2$^{3+}$ (Fig. 1) and showed that they formed 1:1 complexes with halide,

Fig. 1 Previously-reported tris(iodopyridinium) anion receptors 1$^{3+}$ and 2$^{3+}$, compounds 3$^{3+}$–6$^{3+}$ used in this study, and targeted halogen-bonded capsules.
acetate and hydrogensulfate anions in CD$_3$CN or 9:1 CD$_3$CN:d$_6$-DMSO solution.$^{31}$ We were interested to see whether similar receptors containing solubilising alkoxy groups (i.e. $^{33}$–$^6$,$^1$, Fig. 1) and halopyridinium motifs could be used to prepare halogen bonded capsules with anions if more than one equivalent of anion was used, i.e. if 1.5 equivalents of anion could be used to form receptor-anion$_2$ complexes.

We were also interested to see what effect varying the nature of the halogen bonding substituent and the crystallisation solvent has on the solid state structures formed. It has been demonstrated that solution phase halogen bonding is relatively insensitive to solvent,$^{32}$ particularly when compared with hydrogen bonded systems.$^{33}$ There have been few studies on the effect of crystallisation solvent on solid state halogen bonded structures. Notably, Perutz, Hunter and Brammer have shown that solvent could alter the balance of halogen and hydrogen bonding in a competitive co-crystallisation process by “turning off” hydrogen bonding in a competitive solvent, while the halogen bond was not affected.$^{34}$ However, other authors have shown that solvent has a significant effect on halogen bonded product formation.$^{16,35,36}$

Herein we report our investigation of the crystal engineering of complexes of halide anions and cationic tris(halopyridinium) receptors. While we were unable to isolate the targeted capsules, a range of interesting solid state supramolecular structures were realised.

Results and discussion

Synthesis

The new halopyridinium receptors were synthesized starting from the known triethers $^7$ (ref. 37) and $^8$,$^18$ which were themselves prepared by alkylating commercially-available phloroglucinol with the appropriate 1-bromoalkane (Scheme 1). The triethers were then bromomethylated using paraformaldehyde and HBr in acetic acid, as described by Pittelkow,$^19$ to give the new trifunctional scaffolds $^9$ and $^10$. Alkylation with either 3-bromopyridine or 3-iodopyridine gave the halopyridinium compounds $^{33}$–$^{63}$ as bromide salts.

Anion exchange using ammonium hexafluorophosphate gave the corresponding PF$_6$ salts [3·(PF$_6$)$_3$–6·(PF$_6$)$_3$]. The yields for the alkylation reactions were relatively modest, and while we attempted to increase the yields by increasing the equivalents of halopyridine added or by prolonging the reaction time, neither of these significantly increased reaction yield.

Solution binding studies

In order to gain information about the strength of the halogen bonding interactions in solution, we conducted $^1$H NMR anion titration experiments using the dodecyl substituted receptors 5·(PF$_6$)$_3$ and 6·(PF$_6$)$_3$. Quantitative experiments were not conducted with hexyl containing receptors 3·(PF$_6$)$_3$ and 4·(PF$_6$)$_3$ as these compounds tended to precipitate from solution upon the addition of halide anions. Anions were added as their tetrabutylammonium (TBA) salts and titrations were conducted in the competitive solvent system of 9:1 CD$_3$CN:d$_6$-DMSO, to allow for comparison with the work of Amendola, Mella and Metrangolo, who reported solution phase binding data for the similar compounds 1·(PF$_6$)$_3$ and 2·(PF$_6$)$_3$ in this solvent mixture.$^{31}$

As shown in Fig. 2, the resonances corresponding to pyridinium protons H$_1$ and H$_4$ moved downfield from their initial position, while the other peaks did not show significant shifts.$^{40}$ Peak H$_4$ moved the most and therefore was used to calculate an association constant. The peak movement was fitted to a 1:1 binding isotherm using Bindfit.$^{41}$ We also attempted to fit the titration to data to 1:2 or 2:1 binding isotherms, but these did not give sensible fits.$^{42}$ Interestingly, a value of 2316(87) M$^{-1}$ was obtained, which is smaller than the chloride association constants reported for 1·(PF$_6$)$_3$, and 2·(PF$_6$)$_3$ in the same solvent (5000–11 000 M$^{-1}$).$^{31}$

The solution phase anion binding of tris(bromopyridinium) compound 5·(PF$_6$)$_3$ was also investigated. Similar to 6·(PF$_6$)$_3$, H$_1$ and H$_4$ moved downfield during the titration experiments, with H$_4$ again moving the most. Therefore, the chemical shifts of H$_4$ were used to calculate 1:1 binding constants using Bindfit.$^{31}$ We also attempted to fit the titration data to 1:2 or 2:1 binding isotherms, but these did not give sensible fits.$^{42}$

---

**Scheme 1** Synthesis of potentially halogen bonding tectons $^{33}$–$^{63}$. 

---
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The association constant for bromopyridinium receptor $5^{31}$ with chloride was found to be $2608 \pm 231$ M$^{-1}$, which is within error of that obtained for iodopyridinium receptor $6^{31}$. This is surprising given previous studies that have shown that iodo-halogen bond donors tend to give stronger binding than their bromo counterparts.$^{43–45}$ The binding constants for bromide and iodide were also determined with their respective values being $850 \pm 41$ M$^{-1}$ for bromide and $544 \pm 42$ M$^{-1}$ for iodide (Table 1 and Fig. 3). Both of these values are lower than the association constant obtained for chloride, which is expected as chloride is a more basic anion than bromide or iodide.

NMR titrations with acetate were also completed to see if a non-spherical anion affects the binding ability of $5$-(PF$_6$)$_3$. In a similar fashion to the other anion titrations $H_1$ and $H_4$ both shift downfield with $H_4$ shifting the most. The data were fitted to a 1 : 1 stoichiometry with the binding constant found to be $419 \pm 17$ M$^{-1}$, which is lower than that calculated for the halide anions despite acetate being more basic than these anions. This may result from an innate preference for softer halide anions over harder oxoanions,$^{10}$ or may be due to the differing size requirements of the spherical halide anions compared to larger acetate.

**Solid state structures**

**Structure of 3-(PF$_6$)$_3$.** We obtained single crystals of 3-(PF$_6$)$_3$ (Fig. 4) by the slow evaporation of an ethanol/methanol solution of the compound in the presence of TBA-Cl, although no chloride was incorporated into the structure. The asymmetric unit contains one receptor and three PF$_6$-$^{-}$ counter ions, and there is positional disorder of one bromopyridinium ring (see ESI† for more full crystallographic details). One PF$_6$-$^{-}$ anion sits in the centre of the tripodal receptor with the other two external; no significant halogen bonds are observed between the bromopyridinium groups and the anion (shortest Br⋯F distance $= 3.463 \AA$, >100% of the sum of the van der Waals radii, $\sum r_{vdW}$).$^{47}$

**Structures crystallised from aprotic solvents**

**Structure of 3-1$_3$.** Crystals of 3-1$_3$ were obtained by the addition of two equivalents of TBA-I to a solution of 3-(PF$_6$)$_3$ in deuterated acetone. Despite only adding two equivalents of anion, the asymmetric unit contains one receptor and three iodide anions (Fig. 5). All three bromopyridinium groups point outwards, and one iodide anion is located in the cavity of the tripodal receptor forming relatively long C–H⋯I hydrogen bonds with electron-deficient bromopyridinium hydrogen atoms (H⋯I: 2.91–2.97 Å, 90–92% $\sum r_{vdW}$).$^{47}$ There is an additional shorter contact between this iodide anion and a benzylic C–H group (H⋯I: 2.82 Å, 87% $\sum r_{vdW}$).$^{47}$ One of the bromopyridinium groups forms a halogen bond to an iodide anion [Br⋯I: 3.5738(6) Å, 92% $\sum r_{vdW}$], while the other two do not.

**Structure of 4-1$_3$.** We were unable to obtain crystals of 4-1$_3$ from acetone (cf. 3-1$_3$, see previous) as adding TBA-I to 4

---

**Table 1** Association constants (M$^{-1}$)$^a$ for addition of anions to the receptors 5-(PF$_6$)$_3$ and 6-(PF$_6$)$_3$ in 9:1 CD$_3$CN: d$_6$-DMSO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anion</th>
<th>5$^{31}$</th>
<th>6$^{31}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cl$^{-}$</td>
<td>2608 ± 231</td>
<td>2316 ± 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br$^{-}$</td>
<td>850 ± 41</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I$^{-}$</td>
<td>544 ± 42</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAc$^{-}$</td>
<td>419 ± 17</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Anions added as TBA salts; 1:1 association constants calculated using Bindfit.$^{41}$ Values after ± are the asymptotic errors$^{46}$ given at the 95% confidence intervals.
{PF₆}₃ caused immediate and rapid precipitation. However, we were able to obtain crystals of 4·I₃ by adding 2.5 equivalents of TBA·I to a solution of 4·{PF₆}₃ in deuterated acetonitrile. The structure of 4·I₃ crystallises in the trigonal space group P ̅3 and the asymmetric unit contains 1/3 of the receptor, one iodide anion and 1/3 of an acetonitrile molecule. Each iodopyridinium group forms a C⋯I− halogen bond [Fig. 6, I⋯I = 3.5955(4) Å, 88% P rvdW].47 An acetonitrile solvent molecule sits in the centre of the tripodal receptor, forming relatively long C–H⋯N hydrogen bonds with iodopyridinium C–H groups [H⋯N = 2.59 Å, 94% P rvdW].47 The methyl hydrogen atoms on this solvent molecule then form further hydrogen bonds to iodide anions [H⋯I = 3.16 Å, 98% P rvdW],47 which assemble the 3D crystal structure.

Structures of 3·Br₃ and 4·Br₃. The bromide containing structures 3·Br₃ and 4·Br₃ could also be crystallised. 3·Br₃ was crystallised from diethyl ether vapour diffusion into an acetonitrile solution containing 3·{PF₆}₃ and three equivalents of TBA·Br, while 4·Br₃ was crystallised by vapour diffusion of diethyl ether into a DMF:acetonitrile mixture containing 4·{PF₆}₃ and three equivalents of TBA·Br (diethyl ether diffusion into neat acetonitrile did not give single crystals). Both of these structures crystallised in the P3 space group and are isostructural with 4·I₃ (see Fig. S37 and S38† for structures). The halogen bond length in iodopyridinium containing 4·Br₃ [I⋯Br: 3.4685(6) Å, 89% ∑mirror]47 is notably shorter than that in bromopyridinium containing 3·Br₃ [Br⋯Br: 3.640537(16) Å, 93% ∑mirror]47.

Structure of 3·Cl₃. The structures of 3·Br₃, 3·I₃ and 4·I₃ were all crystallised in the presence of acetonitrile and all crystallised in the P3 space group with a molecule of acetonitrile in the centre of the tripodal receptor. Interestingly, when 3·Cl₃ was crystallised by vapour diffusion of diethyl ether into an acetonitrile solution of 3·{PF₆}₃ and three equivalents of TBA·Cl, the crystal structure was different. The asymmetric unit contains one receptor, three chloride anions and two water molecules. One of the bromopyridinium rings is rotationally disordered (see ESI† for full crystallographic details).

The two water molecules hydrogen bond to two of the chloride anions [H⋯Cl = 2.28 and 2.29 Å, 75 and 76% ∑mirror]47. The other chloride anion sits inside the cavity of the tripodal receptor forming hydrogen bonds to C–H groups of the pyridinium ring [H⋯Cl = 2.46–2.83 Å, 81–94% ∑mirror].47 This halide anion also forms a halogen bond to an
adjacent receptor $[\text{Br} \cdots \text{Cl}^- = 3.129(6) \, \text{Å}, 85\% \sum r_{\text{vdW}}]^{47}$ and this halogen bond assembles the receptors into a 1D polymeric structure (Fig. 7). We note that a somewhat similar structure of $1 \cdot \text{Br} \cdot (\text{PF}_6)_2$ was obtained by Amendola, Mella, Metrangolo and co-workers when a halogen bond between one receptor and a bromide anion sitting in the cavity of the next receptor gave a polymeric structure. $^{31}$

Despite numerous attempts, we were unable to obtain single crystals of $4 \cdot \text{Cl}_3$ from aprotic solvents. It appears that this complex is significantly less soluble than the other halide-containing complexes, which complicates growing crystals of it. We were however able to crystallise $4^{3+}$ and chloride from methanol (see next section).

**Structures crystallised from protic solvents**

When $3 \cdot (\text{PF}_6)_3$ was crystallised from ethanol/methanol in the presence of TBA-Cl, no chloride was incorporated into the structure (see previous).

**Structure of $4 \cdot \text{Cl} \cdot (\text{PF}_6)_2$.** Tecton $4^{3+}$ was crystallised by the slow diffusion of diethyl ether into a methanol solution of $4 \cdot (\text{PF}_6)_3$ and 1.5 equivalents of TBA-Cl. The asymmetric unit contains one receptor with one chloride anion, two PF$_6^-$ anions, and one methanol solvent molecule (Fig. 8). A PF$_6^-$ anion is located in the central cleft of the tripodal receptor. One of the iodopyridinium rings halogen bonds to the chloride anion $[\text{I} \cdots \text{Cl}^- = 3.0948(19) \, \text{Å}, 80\% \sum r_{\text{vdW}}]^{47}$ while another of the iodopyridinium groups halogen bonds to a methanol oxygen atom $[\text{I} \cdots \text{O} = 2.83017(3) \, \text{Å}, 80\% \sum r_{\text{vdW}}]^{47}$. The methanol solvent hydrogen bonds to the chloride anion ($\text{H} \cdots \text{Cl}^- = 2.25 \, \text{Å}, 75\% \sum r_{\text{vdW}}]^{47}$ giving a halogen/hydrogen bonded square. A related interaction was observed by Hawes and Gunnnlaugsson with iodoalkyne groups forming short halogen bonds to both a methanol solvent and a fluoride anion, although in this case additional halogen bonds gave a polymeric rather than discrete structure. $^{35}$

**Structure of $4 \cdot \text{Br}_{1.5} \cdot (\text{PF}_6)_{1.5}$.** Both halogen bonds in the structure of $4 \cdot \text{Cl} \cdot (\text{PF}_6)_2$ are very short (see later for comparison with Cambridge Structural Database), and so we tried to crystallise $4^{3+}$ from methanol in the presence of Br$^-$ and I$^-$ to see if similar structures with similarly-short halogen bonds could be obtained. Diffusion of diethyl ether into a methanol solution of $4 \cdot (\text{PF}_6)_3$ and 1.5 equivalents of TBA-Br gave crystals of $4 \cdot \text{Br}_{1.5} \cdot (\text{PF}_6)_{1.5}$ with no methanol solvent incorporated into the structure.
Interestingly, in this structure the 1,3,5-trialkoxybenzene scaffolding of the host does not occur and rather than the six substituents alternating up-down around the central benzene ring, two substituents located para to one another are one face of the ring, while the other four are co-facial (Fig. 9). A hexafluorophosphate anion is located in the centre of the tripodal host, and two iodopyridinium rings form halogen bonds to bromide anions. One halide anion is located on a two-fold rotation axis and forms two crystallographically-equivalent halogen bonds, linking two receptors into a halogen bonded dimer [I⋯Br− = 3.3124(11) Å, 85% $\sum r_{vdw}$].47 The other halide anion forms a halogen bond to another iodopyridinium ring [I⋯Br− = 3.2163(9) Å, 82% $\sum r_{vdw}$].47 It is notable that these halogen bonds are significantly longer (as % $\sum r_{vdw}$) than those in 4-Cl(PF$_6$)$_2$, which contains a halogen bonded square incorporating a methanol solvate.

**Structure of PF$_6$/I$^-$/ salt of 4$^+$.** Diffusion of diethyl ether into a methanol solution of 4(PF$_6$)$_2$ and 1.5 equivalents of TBAI gave very low quality crystals of a mixed I/PF$_6$ salt of 4$^+$. Even with the use of synchrotron radiation, it was not possible to obtain satisfactory data for this structure and analysis is further complicated due to disorder where some PF$_6^-$ and I$^-$ anions seem to be disordered over the same site. While we were unable to satisfactorily refine the structure, it appears that this is also a halogen bonded dimer, and no methanol is included in the structure (see ESI† for further details).

**Survey of the Cambridge Structural Database**

We undertook a survey of the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) to see how typical the interactions that we observed are. The CSD (version 5.40, November 2018 + 1 update) was searched for 2-, 3-, and 4-bromo and iodopyridinium structures containing halogen bonds to either halide or oxoanions (defined as an interaction < $\sum r_{vdw}$).47,49 These data are shown in Table 2.

Perhaps the most notable observation is how few halopyridinium⋯anion halogen bonds have been characterised by X-ray crystallography, particularly given the ease of synthesis of these compounds. From the relatively small number of data available, it is clear that interactions involving the iodopyridinium group tend to be shorter than those involving the bromopyridinium group (mean values 83–88% vs. 89–92%, respectively).

Notably, the shortest halopyridinium⋯anion interactions in the CSD are 82% $\sum r_{vdw}$, meaning the 80% in 4-Cl(PF$_6$)$_2$ is the shortest such interaction yet observed. The structure of 3-Cl$_3$ also contains a shorter halogen bond (85% $\sum r_{vdw}$ (ref. 47)) than any bromopyridinium halogen bond previously reported, although given this is the first bromopyridinium⋯chloride interaction this is not hugely surprising (basic chloride often forming quite short halogen bonding interactions). 4-Br$_{1.5}$(PF$_6$)$_{1.5}$ also contains a shorter iodopyridinium⋯bromide interaction (82% $\sum r_{vdw}$ (ref. 47)) than any reported to date. Interestingly, the halogen bonds in 3-Br$_1$, 3-I$_3$, 4-Br$_3$ and 4-I$_3$ are quite a lot longer (bromopyridinium⋯anion bond lengths: 92–93% $\sum r_{vdw}$ iodopyridinium⋯anion bond lengths: 88–89% $\sum r_{vdw}$).47

In order to put these results in context, we also searched the CSD for structures involving haloimidazolium⋯anion and halotriazolium⋯anion halogen bonds (Table 3). A similar CSD survey was carried out by Beer in 2014, who noted that iodine halogen bond donors tend to give shorter interactions than bromine, while the choice of anion did not have a significant effect on halogen bond length.50 This appears to still be broadly true, although we note the tendency of chloride to form short interactions.

When comparing haloimidazolium and halotriazolium groups with halopyridinium (i.e. Tables 2 and 3), it is clear that there are far more structurally characterised examples involving the five-membered heterocycles than pyridinium groups. Interactions are noticeably shorter for the haloimidazolium and halotriazolium series versus halopyridinium. Interactions with chloride have a significant effect on halogen bond length. 50 This appears to still be broadly true, although we note the tendency of chloride to form short interactions.

**Discussion of crystal engineering implications**

Solvent appears to play a significant role in the outcome of crystallisations of these systems. The structures of 3-Br$_1$, 4-Br$_3$ and 4-I$_3$ are isostructural: these all crystallise from acetonitrile and contain an acetonitrile solvent located in the

**Table 2** Halogen bonds in the CSD between bromopyridinium (BrPy) and iodopyridinium (IPy), and chloride, bromide, iodide and oxoanions. Lengths are given as % of $\sum r_{vdw}$47 mean values are given in italics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motif</th>
<th>Cl$^-$</th>
<th>Br$^-$</th>
<th>I$^-$</th>
<th>Oxoanions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-BrPy</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>87–90% (89%, n = 4)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-BrPy</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>91–92% (92%, n = 2)</td>
<td>90–93% (92%, n = 2)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-BrPy</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>83% (83%, n = 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-IPy</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-IPy</td>
<td>82–87% (84%, n = 2)</td>
<td>83–87% (85%, n = 7)</td>
<td>82–88% (85%, n = 7)</td>
<td>82–99% (88%, n = 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-IPy</td>
<td>84–95% (85%, n = 8)</td>
<td>84–95% (84%, n = 9)</td>
<td>84–95% (84%, n = 9)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
electron deficient cleft of the tripodal host. In the case of 4-BrTrz, even when a mixture of DMF and acetonitrile was used for crystallisation, only the acetonitrile was incorporated into the structure. The structure of 3-I1 was crystallised from acetonitrile instead of acetonitrile and in this case, iodide sits in the tripod’s cleft instead of acetone. It is notable that acetone is a better hydrogen bond acceptor (although a worse hydrogen bond donor) than acetonitrile,31 so the incorporation of solvent into the receptor’s cleft is not purely due to hydrogen bond accepting ability. Interestingly when 3-Cl1 was crystallised from acetonitrile, a structure different to 3-Br3, 4-Br3 and 4-I1 was formed, with a chloride anion sitting in the centre of the receptor.

Our attempts to prepare halogen bonded capsules (Fig. 1) from these tripodal receptors were unsuccessful. We attribute this to a range of factors: firstly it would appear that in solution, binding an anion in the C–H rimmed cleft of the receptors is preferred to halogen bonding interactions (explaining the 1:1 binding stoichiometry observed). Despite the incorporation of solubilising groups, it was not possible to selectively crystallise given ratios of coordinating (i.e. halide) to non-coordinating (i.e. PF6−) anions, which would presumably be necessary to isolate the putative cages in the solid state. To favour the formation of the targeted architectures it may be necessary to add substituents to the pyridinium rings that block the central cavity of the host; alternatively other methods to force the halogen atoms to point upwards (as shown in Fig. 1) rather than outwards may also aid this. Initial attempts to prepare tripodal receptors from 3,5-dibromopyridine, which would have halogen atoms pointing both upwards and outwards, were unsuccessful.31

**Conclusions**

In this work new tripodal tris(halopyridinium) receptors were synthesised. The ability of these receptors to bind anions in competitive 9:1 CD3CN:d6-DMSO solvent media was investigated using 1H NMR titration experiments. These experiments revealed that the receptors bound anions in a 1:1 binding mode with chloride binding more strongly than bromide, iodide and acetate. The hydrogen and halogen bonded solid state self-assembly of the tripodal hosts with anions was investigated, and it was found that solvent had a surprisingly large effect on the nature of the product. A range of crystal structures were obtained with either solvent or anions located in the receptors’ cleft and varying number of halogen bonds forming. A comparison with other halopyridinium structures in the CSD revealed that the structure of 4-ClPf6 contains the shortest known halopyridinium⋯anion halogen bond. Generally, halopyridinium⋯anion halogen bonds are longer than haloimidazolium or halotriazolium⋯anion interactions. However, given the ease with which halopyridinium receptors can be synthesised, we suggest they are worthy of further investigations for anion templated crystal engineering applications.

**Experimental**

**General remarks**

Triethers 7 (ref. 37) and 8 (ref. 38) were prepared by alkylation of phloroglucinol as previously described. All other materials were bought from commercial suppliers and used as received. Details of instrumentation and characterisation data are provided in the ESI†.

**Bromomethyl scaffold 9**

Triether 7 (1.00 g, 2.64 mmol, 1.00 equiv.) and paraformaldehyde (454 mg, 15.1 mmol, 5.72 equiv.) were suspended in 33% HBr in AcOH (8 mL) in a heavy-walled vial. The reaction mixture was heated at 85 °C for 3 hours and then cooled to room temperature. DCM (20 mL) was added and the organic phase was washed with water (3 × 10 mL) and brine (10 mL) and then dried (MgSO4). The organic layer was concentrated under vacuum, to give the crude product as an orange oil. The crude product was dissolved in DCM and filtered through a short plug of silica, then and concentrated and dried under vacuum to give the pure product as a yellow oil. Yield: 1.02 g, (1.55 mmol, 59%).

1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): 4.58 (s, 6H), 4.25 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 6H), 1.93 (p, J = 6.7 Hz, 6H), 1.53-1.60 (m, 6H), 1.38-1.41 (m, 12H), 0.93 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 9H) ppm. 13C-NMR (101 MHz,
1.10

18H), 0.85 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 6H), 1.06–1.33 (m, 18H), 0.85 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 9H) ppm. 13C-NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6): 160.2, 153.2, 149.9, 143.1, 128.8, 118.1, 95.9, 75.9, 54.0, 31.1, 29.3, 24.6, 22.0, 14.0 ppm. HRESI-MS (pos.): 556.5334 calc. for [C42H37F3N3O3P2]2+: 556.5343 Da.

4-(PF6)3

4-Br3 (0.040 g, 0.031 mmol, 1.0 equiv) and NH4PF6 (0.030 mg, 0.19 mmol, 6.1 equiv) were suspended in methanol (7 mL) and heated to 60 °C until all material dissolved. Water (2 mL) was added dropwise until the solution stayed cloudy, and then the suspension was left to stand at room temperature for 3 days. The solid was isolated by filtration, washed with water (3 × 5 mL) and diethyl ether (5 mL) and dried under vacuum to give the product as a white powder. Yield: 0.034 g (0.023 mmol, 73%).

1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): 9.48 (s, 3H), 8.99 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 3H), 8.69 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 3H), 7.86 (dd, J = 8.1, 6.1 Hz, 3H), 5.81 (s, 6H), 3.83 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 6H), 1.61 (p, J = 6.8 Hz, 6H), 1.10–1.36 (m, 18H), 0.86 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 9H) ppm. 1F-NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6): –70.2 (d, J = 711.3 Hz) ppm. 3P-NMR (161 MHz, DMSO-d6): –144.2 (hept, J = 711.3 Hz) ppm. ESI-MS (pos.): 1322.1, calc. for [C42H37F3I3N3O3P2]2+: 1322.5 Da.

Bromomethyl scaffold 10

Triether 8 (0.750 g, 1.20 mmol 1.00 equiv), paraformaldehyde (0.219 g, 7.14 mmol, 5.95 equiv) and 33% HBr in glacial acetic acid (6 mL) were suspended in a heavy-walled glass vial. The mixture was then heated at 85 °C for 3 hours. The reaction was cooled to room temperature and DCM (15 mL) was added. The solution was washed with water (3 × 10 mL), brine (10 mL), dried (MgSO4) and then concentrated under vacuum to give an orange oil. The crude product was dissolved in DCM and filtered through a short plug of silica, then concentrated under vacuum to give a yellow oil. The resultant product was then purified using column chromatography (3:2 DCM:petroleum spirits), to give the product as a pale yellow oil. Yield: 0.249 g (0.273 mmol, 23%).

1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): 4.58 (s, 6H), 4.26 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 6H), 1.94 (p, J = 6.7 Hz, 6H), 1.50–1.61 (m, 6H), 1.21–1.46 (m, 48H), 0.89 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 9H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): 159.7, 123.3, 75.2, 32.1, 30.5, 29.9, 29.84, 29.80, 29.7, 29.6, 26.0, 23.2, 22.9, 14.3 ppm. Due to overlap in alkyl peaks in the 13C NMR spectrum there is one fewer carbon environment than expected. HRESI-MS (pos.) 829.4511, calc. for [C42H37Br3F3O3P2]2+: loss of Br− = 829.4527 Da.

5-Br3

Bromomethyl compound 10 (0.104 g, 0.114 mmol, 1.00 equiv) and 3-bromopyridine (0.032 mL, 52 mg, 0.36 mmol, 3.2 equiv) were dissolved in chloroform (6 mL) and heated to reflux for 4 hours under N2. The reaction mixture was then taken to dryness to leave a tacky yellow solid. This was then dissolved in boiling toluene (10 mL) and then cooled in the...
freezer. The toluene was then decanted off and the resultant waxy solid was dried under vacuum to give the product as a yellow crystalline powder. Yield: 0.052 g (0.037 mmol, 33%).

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): 10.10 (s, 3H), 9.72 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 3H), 8.44 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 3H), 7.99 (dd, J = 8.7, 6.2 Hz, 3H), 6.36 (s, 6H), 4.20 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 6H), 1.60–1.72 (m, 6H), 1.15–1.35 (m, 54H), 0.88 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 9H) ppm. 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): 161.2, 147.9, 146.3, 144.9, 129.7, 122.9, 118.2, 78.4, 55.6, 32.1, 30.9, 30.0, 29.94, 29.9, 29.6, 22.9, 14.3 ppm. Due to overlap in alkyl carbon environments there are 2 fewer peaks than expected. HRESI-MS (pos.) 1304.3077, calc. for [C60H93Br5O3N3]+ = 1304.3091 Da.

The solution was left to stand overnight and then the precipitate was added dropwise until the solution turned cloudy. The solution was then heated to 60 °C until all the solid dissolved. Water (2 mL) was then added dropwise until the solution stayed cloudy. The solution was then left to stand overnight. The resultant solid was filtered, washed with water (3 × 5 mL), and dried under vacuum to give the product as a white powder. Yield: 0.020 g (0.012 mmol, 60%).

1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): 9.06 (s, 3H), 8.61 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 3H), 8.51 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 3H), 7.66 (dd, J = 8.1, 6.2 Hz, 3H), 5.69 (s, 6H), 4.07 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 6H), 1.80–1.90 (m, 6H), 1.20–1.47 (m, 54H), 0.88 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 9H) ppm. 19F NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3): –72.0 (d, J = 714 Hz) ppm. 31P NMR (161 MHz, CDCl3): –144.9 (hept, J = 714 Hz) ppm. ESI-MS (pos.) 715.1, calc. for [C60H93F6I3N3O3P]2+ = 715.2 Da.
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## Notes and references


36 C.-F. Ng, H.-F. Chow and T. C. W. Mak, CrystEngComm, 2019, 21, 1130–1136.


40 We have used the same assignment of the pyridinium ring protons as Amendola, Mella and Metrangolo. This suggests that the peaks that move significantly are H1 next to the halogen bonding group, and H4 - the interior proton that can point into the interior of the tripodal host allowing C-H...anion hydrogen bonding (see solid state structures). An alternative assignment could be possible, where H4 is assigned to be the proton para to the pyridinium nitrogen atom, as this is also near to the halogen bonding group. However, for the reasons discussed later in the section on the discussion of crystal engineering implications, we think this is less likely and Amendola, Mella and Metrangolo’s assignment is the most probable.

41 Bindfit, accessed at supramolecular.org.

42 A 1:1 binding stoichiometry may appear somewhat surprising given that anions could bind either within the cleft of the tripodal receptor, or to any of the three halopyridinium groups. However, the binding data appear quite clear, with 1:1 binding isomers fitting well (Fig. 3, and Fig. S26, S28, S30, S32 and S34) and attempts to fit the data to other binding stoichiometries giving entirely non-sensible results. We note that Amendola, Mella and Metrangolo observed 1:1 binding isomers for the binding of anions to related receptors.


44 Given this surprising result, we repeated the titration and obtained the same result (within experimental error). We also added Ag+ to 6\((\text{PF}_6)_3\) to rule out any residual halide being present from incomplete anion exchange, but observed no precipitation.


47 Wang and Hof have studied the effect of incorporating ethyl substituents in the 1, 3 and 5 positions on the conformation of other substituents in the 2, 4 and 6 positions. Their work showed that the alternating up-down arrangement is generally favoured according to gas phase calculations, but this effect is not overwhelmingly. A study of crystal structures in the Cambridge Structural Database revealed that only about two thirds of 2,4,6-substituted-1,3,5-triethylbenzene structures had the alternating up-down conformation: X. Wang and F. Hof, Beilstein J. Org. Chem., 2012, 8, 1–10.
We heated 9 with an excess of 3,5-dibromopyridine in refluxing chloroform, 1,4-dioxane or toluene for several days, but there was no evidence of any reaction occurring.